
The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper 

Episode 11: Crazy Man Meets the Dog, Sidestepper, meet the unseen possibilities that everyone 
ignores 

Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, stared…and stared some more. They stared well beyond the 
current meaning of staring…a very special way of staring; it was staring in mutual disbelief in a 
world of disbelieving stares on sidewalks and in elevators. It was staring with absolutely no fo-
cus on anything you could put your finger on and say, “This is a hotdog with mustard and relish 
just the way whatsisname, that actor, told everybody the way he liked to eat children.”                                                                                                                                                                               
That unfocused.  
   They gaped. They gaped beyond gaping and shattered unrecorded records of their ability to 
break the rules of reality and have their jaws hit the surface of the path with two dull ploofs. It 
was a terrible sight to see. But they did it. They just let the old jaws drop on a barf-inducing rip-
the-top-part-of-the-head-off-and-send-the-jaws-flying-into-the-concrete kind of gut-wrenching 
scenario. And make ploof sounds. But it wasn’t working. Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, 
were already weird and no amount of other weirdness could stop them from immediately, or 
maybe a few minutes less than immediately, or a few days, succumb to the weirdness of their 
jaws. So, in mutual seeking of any definition of their current travelling status, Crazy Man said, “I 
think the path has turned into a washed out stream.” 



   The dog, Sidestepper, sucked his jaw up from the path (no minor feat when you have four legs 
that prop your tiny doggie body into unnatural heights) and said, “Do you think my mother is 
somewhere in there at the end of this path?” 
   “Probably not,” said Crazy Man, “but we might find something to eat, maybe some poutine. I 
could eat a pound of poutine right now. I could eat two and a half pounds of poutine.”  
   So the two stepped into the rocks and boulders and shelves and flotsam branches and roots and 
lichen and rivulets left over from last month’s rain and hobbled and jumped and climbed and 
stepped carefully, warning each other of precipitous stretches of wet lichen and mud while, all 
around them, the dark and scary woods loomed with the promise of certain destruction for those 
foolhardy enough to venture in. Crazy Man was certain he could hear it snickering. This angered 
him and fuelled him onward through the path with steely-eyed determination. He knew as well as 
there was ground under his feet that there would be food at the end of the path, just as soon as it 
cut through all these dark and scary woods. The dog, Sidestepper’s, tongue lolled over his bot-
tom lip and teeth as he panted and jumped from rock to rock, just barely hanging on to gravity 
enough to keep himself from tumbling as his four stilt-like legs stabilized under him. They grap-
pled their way along the path for hours, possibly days, in the sweltering heat, the tropical rain, 
the distant growl of predators and the short-cut screams of prey…and Crazy Man wasn’t all that 
thrilled with this outside thing and wished he was back home, under his bed with a bottle of 
wine, feeling sorry for himself and maybe even crying a bit. Or crying a lot. At least until he ran 
out of wine.  
   Suddenly, the dog, Sidestepper’s, eyes ballooned, almost popping out of their sockets. He lost 
his balance on a lichen-slicked rock and his spindly legs collapsed under him and his cute little 
canine body splashed into a muddy puddle as he screamed, “Eeeeyaaaaaaa!” 
   This caught Crazy Man’s attention and he almost lost his footing on a particularly slippery 
stone but quickly righted himself. He looked at the dog, Sidestepper, and noticed that, in that gy-
rating structure of leg, body and cute little tail, a single paw was unwavering and pointing to 
something in the woods ahead. Crazy Man followed the pointing paw and saw it. 
“Eeeeyaaaaaaa!” he screamed. 
   They screamed in unison: “Eeeeyaaaaaaa!” 
   They screamed in bits and pieces: “Eeee!” “Yaaaa!” “Aaaa!” “E!” 
   They must have screamed for at least ten seconds before they began to feel foolish and stopped 
screaming. The dog, Sidestepper, quickly reassembled himself and Crazy Man regained his bal-
ance and though they’d stopped screaming, their eyes were wide with wonder and fear. “What is 
it?” said Crazy Man.  
   “Definitely not my mother,” said the dog, Sidestepper.  
   “And not something to eat,” said Crazy Man.  
   On the stream bed path ahead of them, to their left, at the edge of the woods, a black shape wa-
vered in the air. Others appeared from behind trees and from under logs. Others appeared in the 
woods ahead of them, hundreds of them in rows like in movies where Visigoths are attacking in 
the woods, except these weren’t Visigoths and they weren’t attacking. They were just wavering 
in the air, all black and devoid of color and meaning. “What are they?” said Crazy Man.  
   The wavering black shape that had appeared first heard him and said in a voice that scampered 
through the air and bounced off the trees and rocks, “We’re the dark undefined spaces between 



things.” The shapes behind the shape and the rows of hundreds of shapes on the path ahead nod-
ded agreement in unison. Some of them cheered and contorted their dark shapes into thumbs up 
gestures. “You never see us,” said the shape, “because you have no definition for us.” 
   “But we can see you now,” said Crazy Man. 
   “No, you can’t!” snapped the shape 
   So Crazy Man pointed at the shape and said, “You’re right there.” 
   “You’re just guessing,” said the shape. 
   Crazy Man thought about this for a long painful moment. He was always open to new points of 
view even when they seemed to slap reality in the face and jump up and down on the perceiver’s 
toes, but he couldn’t seem to sort things out enough to counter the shape’s suspicious claim. So 
he did the only thing that seemed reasonable: he jumped up and down and made up a poem: 

The path is long and wide 
The path high and deep 
It’s steep with danger and dread 
Lose hope and you lose your head 
When you’re dead the path goes on 
Goes past and beyond you 
And forgets you  

Until you remember it 
  
   “Please don’t ever do that again,” said the dog, Sidestepper, cringing with a long leg curled 
over his head to cover both his ears. “That was the worst poem I’ve ever heard.     
   “You’re right,” said Crazy Man and he quit jumping up and down. “I desperately need to give 
up writing poetry. Do accountants write poetry?” 
   “Only with numbers,” said the dog, Sidestepper.  
   “Hey you two,” said the lead shape. “Remember us?” 
   Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, snapped out of literary criticism mode and remembered 
the shapes. This caused a degree of angst. They’d never confronted shapes before, especially the 
ones that looked like black holes in reality and that’s what these ones were…black holes torn in 
the very seams of reality.  
   The shape, having read their minds, said, “No! We’re not black holes. We’re the things you 
miss, the things that might be there, but aren’t, because you refuse to see them. We’re the things 
you avoid because we make you uncomfortable. We’re spaces. Dark undefined spaces. Between 
things.” 
   This did nothing to alleviate the angst Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, were experiencing 
on an increasingly enhanced level. The dog, Sidestepper, was the first to speak for some reason 
beyond the writer. “So…it’s true…you’re not my mother. You bastard.” 
    Crazy Man regarded the dark shape thingy and said, “Eating you would be like eating a not-
burger. It would be a burger…but not a burger. It would confuse the cultivated diner. It would 
shorten the menu: Not-Burger, plain, non-nourishing, possibly lethal, WARNING WARNING, 
Do not eat! Do not eat! Something like that.” 



   First, the shape addressed the dog, Sidestepper: “No…I’m not, we’re not, he’s not, she’s not, 
they’re not, that guy isn’t, she sure as hell isn’t, they voted wrongly so they don’t count and no-
body really cares that you can’t find your mother, so what do you think about that?” 
    The dog, Sidestepper, took a few painful steps toward the shape and said, “You are so un-
cool.”  
   “…” 
   “…” 
   “…” 
   Oops. 
   Pandemonium on an epic level simmered like green borscht on rye with red potatoes and 
boiled and rotated in unnatural patterns until the dark scary woods swirled and rocked with com-
plaint and distress of an emotionally tortured nature. Dark, formless shapes clicked not-claws 
behind and between the reality of trees and bushes. Crazy Man was certain that he couldn’t de-
fine the darkness of it all. The dog, Sidestepper, completely succumbed to the reality of darkness 
and un-definition. They were stymied, but cognizant. They’d been on the road far too long to be 
duped by something that, apparently, didn’t even exist, something that couldn’t be defined.  
   Not-screeches crawled over the forest floor and collided in the air. One non-screech bounced 
off a cloud thingy and burned the ears off a rabbit. This made the rabbit very unhappy but the 
not-things on the path before them didn’t care. All they cared about was being cool. 
   “OK,” said Crazy Man, “He didn’t really mean it. You’re not un-cool. You’re cool. You’re the 
coolest thing since KD and ketchup. And you wouldn’t happen to have any KD, would you?” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, looked self-righteously offended seeing Crazy Man dissing his opinion 
of the coolness of these…shapes.  
   Silence fell on the woods like a wimp anvil…the kind made of dandelion pollen and fly farts. 
Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, experienced a mutually uncomfortable feeling of being 
stared at by eyes that didn’t exist. A long slow sigh suffused the rocks and lichen and rustled the 
leaves in the trees. A mood of pride and joy spread over the stream bed and filled the two trav-
ellers with a sense of weirdness. But, being weird they were somewhat comforted by this.  
   “Thank you,” said the lead shape. ‘We’ve always wanted to be the coolest thing since KD and 
ketchup. You’ve made our fondest wishes come true. We’ll do anything to help you…except be 
your mother or let you eat us.” 
    Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, started jumping up and down and, just as Crazy Man was 
about to make up another poem, all the woods yelled, “Don’t!” So he didn’t. And everything was 
hunky-dory for a long time as everyone celebrated a sense of singleness of purpose. 
   “We can put you at the end of the stream path and out of the woods for a while,” said the lead 
shape as the others all shifted merrily and kind of nodded “yep yep yep” in a non-existent way. 
   “But that’s impossible,” said Crazy Man, looking up into the stream that seemed to extend for-
ever into the deep dark scary woods.  
   “Well,” said the lead shape, “None of this is happening anyway so let’s give it a try.”    
   Before Crazy Man or the dog, Sidestepper, could nod yes, no or what…they were somewhere 
else, somewhere that sure as hell wasn’t on the path of adventure and new meanings.  



To be continued… 
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